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Introduction
A point-to-point delivery network is a network containing terminal vertices and distribution centers. All traffic originates at and is destined for terminal vertices (consisting of source vertices and destination vertices), while distribhon cmters are vertices for intermediate transshipment. Our objective is to use trucks to ship one item of a single good from each source vertex, and to have one item reach each destination vertex, so as to minimize the total transportation cost, subject to a constraint on truck capacity. This problem has applications in routing, package delivery, mail delivery and rail freight shipping. Dttailed descriptions of such problems are given in Leung, Magnanti and Singhal [ 1311 which also gives heuristic algorithms.
In this paper, we discuss the complexity of and optimal alg,brithms for various cases of the point-to-point delivery problem where the only cost is linear in the number of trucks used on each arc, and where all the trucks have the same capacity. (In particular, there is no cost incurred in returning empty trucks to where they started.) We also discuss a problem called the point-to-point connection problem, which is to find a minimum cost arc subset containing paths connecting each sourcedestination pair. This connection problem is closely related to the point-to-point delivery problem with "large" truck capacities, and has numerous applications in circuit switching and VLSI design (see [l 1 I). The "routes" represent the wires used for connecting source and destination points on a circuit board or chip. An important special case of the connection problem in VLSI is when the underlying graph is a grid network. Connection problems are also closely related to Steiner tree problems (see [5] ).
In Section 2, we give the definitions of different variants of the point-to-point delivery and connection problems. In Section 3, we prove that the point-to-point delivery problem with a truck size greater than one, and the point-to-point connection problem, are both strongly NP-hard in general (see Garey and Johnson [lo] for a background on NP-hardness). In Section 4, we give polynomial time algorithms for many cases of the problems when the number of source-destination pairs is fixed. In Section 5, we consider a special case of the point-to-point connection problem in which the given network is a grid. Efficient algorithms are given for the socalied two-sided case where the sources are located at one side of the grid and the destinations are located at the opposite side.
Definitions and notation
Let G=(V,A) be a network with sources s,,...,s,E V, destinations tl,g+,E K and a nonnegative integral cost c,,, for each arc u --) u E A. Each source has a supply of one item and each destination has a demand of one item. The point-to-point delivery problem is the problem of shipping the p items from the sources to the destinations SO as to minimize the total transportation cost, which is defined as follows: If an item wants to traverse arc u + v, when it arrives at vertex u it can wait (at no cost) for other items that want to traverse arc u --) v to arrive at U, and can then share a truck along u --, v with them. However, each truck has a positive integral capacity of K items. The cost of dispatching each truck along arc u -_, u is c uv, and the transportation cost on arc u + v depends only on the number of trucks traveling along it. That is, if nuv trucks are used on arc u-, v, then the total transportation cost is C u ~ vEA cuvnuv, and at most K l n,, items can be shipped along w --) V. Throughout this paper we assume that all trucks have the same capacity, and that exactly one item is sent from every source si and exactly one item arrives at every destination li. However, since vertices sl, . . . ,s~, t,, . . . , f,, need not be distinct, supplies and demands larger than one can be handled as well.
There are several variants of the problem: the network G can be directed or undirected; the item arriving at destination ti can be required to originate from source Si (this is called the fixed destination case), or can be allowed to originate from any source So, j= 1, . . . . p (this is called the nonfixed destination case). That is, in both fixed and nonfixed destination cases, p items are shipped from the sources to the destinations. In the fixed destination case the jth item is shipped from Sj to fj (j= 1, . . . . p), while in the nonfixed destination case, for some permutation II, thejth item is shipped from sncj, to fj (j= 1, . . . ,p).
The point-to-point conn&iosz problem is defined as follows: Given network G = (V, A) with sources sr, . . .; sp and destinations tr, . . . , tp, and a nonnegative integral cost (or length) c,, for each arc u --) v 4, find a subset of arcs A'c A such that each source-destination pair is connected by a path using only arcs in A', and such that Cu+,_t, cUv is minimized. As in the point-to-point delivery problem, the connection problem also has four different versions depending on whether G is directed or undirected, and whether the destinations are fixed or nonfixed.
Note that if Si=S, i= l,..., p, then the fixed/nonfixed destination connection problem is equivalent to a Steiner tree problem (see [5] ) which requires vertices s, 4 , . . . , tp to be connected by a Steiner tree. Both the directed and undirected versions of the Steiner tree problem are known to be NP-complete (see [lo] ). Also, if the given network G is an acyclic directed network, the point-to-point connection problem is equivalent to the point-to-point delivery problem with K "large" (K=p suffices).
However, if the directed network G is not acyclic, these problems are different. For example, consider the network depicted in Fig. 1 , where the label on arc u --) u is its cost CUD, o represents a source or destination vertex, and Cl represents a transshipment vertex. The optimal solution to the fixed destination point-to-point connection problem on this network is to use the heavy arcs sl+ ~1, UI* UP, U2+U3, U3+&, Uq-+fl, S2-'U3, U4 -_) u1 and u2 --) f2, with total cost 26. On the other hand, the optimal solution to the fixed destination point-to-point de@~ery problem with K= 2 on this network is to select the paths ~1 -+ ~5 + 4 and s;!+ u5 --) l2 for items 1 and 2, respectively, with total cost 30. If we try to use the oP- timal solution to the point-to-point connection problem for the delivery problem, we send item I on path st + u1 --) u2 --) u3 --) u4 --) tI, and item 2 on path ~2 --,
This solution is not optimal for the delivery problem since, although both items traverse arcs ul --) u2 and u3 --) u4, item 1 goes through arc ul --) u2 before traversing arc u3 --) u4, while item 2 goes through arc u3 + u4 first in order to get to ut + u2. Thus if the items share a truck on arc u1 + u2 they must use different trucks on arc u3 3 u4 (and vice versa), driving the cost of this solution up to 36. Constraints of this kind where one truck has to be dispatched prior to another arc are called the constraints. NOW consider the undirected network depicted in Fig. 2 . The optimal value of the fixed destination point-to-point connection problem is 50, while the optimal value of the fixed destination delivery problem with a truck size K =2 on this network is 60. This is because we need two trucks on the edge u1 -u2, one traveling from u1 to u2 and the other from u2 to ul. This type of constraint, which says that the cost is counted twice when a truck travels in both directions on an undirected edge, is called an orientation constraint. Note that it appears only in undirected fixed destination delivery problems.
When the truck size K is equal to 1, the fixed destination case of the point-to-point delivery problem can be easily solved via (polynomial time) shortest path algorithms (see [4, 8] ), and the nonfixed destination case can be easily solved by (polynomial time) minimum cost network flow algorithms (see [4] ). Similarly, when all sources are identical, and also all destinations are identical, the problem is again polynomially solvable by shortest path algorithms.
To keep track of the many different variations of these two problems, we develop a shorthand notation. In it, each problem is represented by three components separated by slashes: The first component is either C, which means the problem is a point-to-point connection problem, or DK, which means the problem is a pointto-point delivery problem with truck size K (K = 1,2,. . . ). The second component is either for n depending on whether the problem has fixed destinations or nonfixed destinations. The third component can be d, u, g or g,, where d means that the underlying graph is directed, u means that the underlying graph is undirected, g means that the given network is a grid, and g, means that the grid network is twosided. For example, D2/f/u represents the fixed destination point-to-point delivery problem on an undirected network with truck size K =2, and C/n/: represents both the directed and undirected cases of the nonfixed destination point-to-point connection problem.
NP-hardness
In this section, we prove that all four point-to-point delivery problems on general graphs for any fixed Kr 2 are strongly NP-hard in general, as are all four poiut-topoint connection problems. The "strong" part oA ' "strongly NP-hard" will follow in each case fram the fact that our reductions involve only arcs with cost bounded by a polynomial in the input size. Since such arcs cali be replaced by a path of arcs of cost 1 without sacrificing polynomiality, the problems are NP-hard even if we restrict the arc costs to be 0 or 1. None of the proofs in this section make use of time or orientation constraints, so the results apply to problems without these constraints as well. The proofs are by reduction from the known NP-complete prob!ems 3-satisfiability (3SAT) and exact cover by 3-sets (X3C) (see Garey and Johnson ww.
Proof. We reduce 3SAT to the decision version of D2/f/d, which asks if there is a routing with total cost at most M. Let X= {xl, . . . ,x,> be the set of variables and c= (Cl, . . . . c,,~} be the set of clauses in an arbitrary instance of 3SAT. We define M= 3m and construct a directed network G as follows. For each variable Xi 9 let qi be the number of occurrences of literals Xi and Xi in the clauses, and construct a lobe as shown in Fig. 3 (the labels on the arcs are costs of dispatching a truck over the arc). Vertices s; and t,! form a source-destination pair.
For each clause cj, we add a source-destination pair sy, ty together with the following arcs with zero costs: (x1 Vx,Vx,)A(x, vx~vx,)A(n, VX~VX~)
is depicted in Fig. 4 . Clearly, network G can be constructed in polynomial time. Therefore, it suffices to show that there exists a truth assignment that simultaneously satisfies all m clauses if and only if there exists a solution to the point-to-point delivery problem on G with total cost at most M.
Suppose there exists a truth assignment T that simultaneously satisfies ali m clauses. For every i= 1, . . ..n. we select the path $ + t,! which passes through the left portion of lobe i if r(xi) = true and passes through the right portion if 7(xi) = false. The total cost in selecting these paths is Cy=, qi = 3m. For j= 1, . . . , m, since Cj is satisfied by 7, either (i) there exists literal Xi in cj such that 7(x& = true, or (ii) there exists literal Xi in cj such that r(Xi) = false. In either case, define k such that the kth occurrence of variable Xi is in Cj. In case (i), we can select the path $'--) U: 3 vf + t:' without incurring any additional cost. In case (ii), we can select the path -Jk $'--) Ui --) vf + t; without incurring any additional cost. Hence, the point-to-point delivery problem has a solution with total cost 3m.
In example (3. l), a satisfying truth assignment is 7= (T, TV F, F). A possible set of paths with total cost 3m =9 is shown in heavy arcs on Fig. 4 .
Conversely, suppose there exists a solution to the point-to-point delivery problem with total cost at most 3m. Note that there exist exactly two paths connecting $ to t,!, one on the left side of lobe i and the other on the right. Each of these two paths has exactly the same cost (qi), and the total cost of selecting one path from each of the n ($, t,!) pairs is 3n1= M. Then for i= 1, . . . , n, we can define r(q) = true if $ is connected to li through the left portion of lobe i, and r(xi) = false otherwise. To avoid incurring any extra cost, the items originating at sy, . . . , szl must be able to share the trucks on the lobes. This implies that for j= 1, . . . , m, either there exists literal xi in clause cj with r(xi) = true, or there exists literal Xi in clause Cj with T(xi j = false. Therefore, T satisfies all m clauses. 0
The reduction in this proof is an elaboration of constructions in Li, McCormick and Simchi-Levi [14] and Even, Itai and Shamir [7] (who coined the term "lobe").
Proof. Modify the proof of Theorem 1 by replacing all directed arcs in G by undirected edges and changing the costs of the edges ST-u:, vf -$', s;'-ii:, 0: -$' from zero to L = 3m. This prevents a path starting at si from using an uf -s;' arc, and thereby possibly bypassing lobe i, as well as other difficulties. Then there exists a truth assignment that simultaneously satisfies all m clauses if and only if there exists a solution to Dz/f/tr on G with total cost no greater than 3m + 2Lm. q
Theorem 3. D?/n/d is strongly W-hard.
Proof. 3SAT remains NP-complete if for each variable x there are at most four clauses that contain the literal x and at most four clauses that contain X (see Carey and Iohnson [lo] ). We call this restricted version Sparse 3SAT, and reduce it to our point-to-point delivery problem. Let X= (xi, . . . , x,, > be the set of variables and c= {c,, . ..9 c,,,} be the set of clauses in an instance of Sparse 3SAT. We define M = 60n'+ 4n and construct a directed network G as follows. For each variable xi, -we cmsiruct a subgraph Gi with sources s~,s,~,s~,$,s~, . . . , sf, destinations t,!, t/j, t? ts [! ,, ,' ,'"', V! tr and transshipment vertices WY, w', w,;, yf, . . . . y;,zi',..., z&r )...) u;, , , . . . , I_$ as shown in Fig. 5 (the labels on the arcs are costs of dispatching a truck).
For each clause Cj, we add a source s;' and a destination $' and connect them to the Gi by the following arcs with zero costs: . . , S), incur a cost of 60n +4 for each i (note that we need two trr;c!<s from $ to w;'. or w$ and at most one truck on each of the other arcs). Hence, the total cost incurred in selecting these paths is 602'+4n. Fcrj= I,...,;??, since cj is satisfied by r, either (i) there exists a literal xi in cj such that r(xi) = true, or (ii) there exists a literal Xi in cj such that r(Xi)= false. In case (i), one of the following paths exists and selecting this path does not incur any additional cost:
In case (ii), one of the Mlowing paths exists and selecting this path does not incur any additional cost:
Therefore, the point-to-point delivery problem has a solution with total cost at most 60n2+ 4n. Note that in this solution each of the "expensive" arcs (above the level of the Yi) is used an even number of times, i.e., there is no cost incurred by using trucks which are not filled to capacity. TO prove the other direction, we assume that there exists a solution to the pointto-point delivery problem with total cost no greater than 60n2 + 4n. For i= 1, . . . , n, sending four items from $,$,$',s~ to the yi requires a cdst of 20n or more, and sending eight items from sf, . . ..s. to t;, . . . , t,f requires a cost of 40n (here we assume, without loss of generality, that the items originating at s,!, t! . . ..sF arrive at , , . . . , tip, respectively), which implies that it costs at least 60n2 units to connect all the s" sp sy Y' s' s8 to the Ui and ti. Furthermore, it costs at least 4n units to i9 19 IVLi9 i9"'9 i send all the items through the gap between all the u and v so that exactly one item can arrive at every t: (k = a$, y, 6,1, . . . ,8). Hence, for every i = 1, . . . , n, sending items from sa sp sY s' s' s8 to 2 i9 i9 i9 i9 i9-**9 i i, . . . , zy should cost no more than 60n units (since the total cost is at most 60n2 +4n). This implies that the four items originating at s$,!,$',s~ must arrive at different zf in subgraph Gi (still assuming that the items originating at s:, . . ..s. arrive at t! , , . . . , tf, respectively). Suppose, for some i, we dispatch one truck from WY to IV' (carrying two ite.ms) and another truck from WY to wrf (carrying two items). Because of the cost limit of 60n +4 for subgraph Gig the two items at w' (respectively w,;) have to share a truck to the yi, which implies that they will go pass of and u,!, or u? and u: (respectively u: and up, or MY and I$). Due to the asymmetric structure of the arcs linking the Ui and the vi, these four items cannot arrive directly to four different oi (they cannot arrive at other vi, /#ii, eS!er). This implies that we incur an additional cost in sending an item from another source to the vi which has a shortage, pushing our cost above 60n2 +4n. Therefore, the only possibility is either to dispatch two trucks from WY to w,! or to dispatch two trucks from WY to wf for every i. We define T(Xi) = true if arc WY + w' is selected and r(xi) = false if arc WY --) wf is selected. Note that if arc WV+ wf is selected, the arcs u,! --) v,!, u,s-+ v:, b '2 U: --) of, u: --) 04 will be used. If arc Wi + Wi is selected, the arcs UT * of , up + of, u; -+ v;, u: -P 04 will be used. Since the total cost is no greater than 60n2+4n, the items originating at the s;' must be able to share the truck originally scheduled on the Gi. This implies that for j= 1, . . . . m, either there exists literal Xi in clause Cj with r(Xi)= true or there exists literal pi in clause cj with r(Xi) = false. Therefore, T satisfies all II? clauses. Cl Proof. We modify the proof of Theorem 3 by replacing all directed arcs in G by undirected edges and changing the costs of the edges s+ -u," and vfity from zero to L = 60n' + 4n. This use of L is similar to that in Corollary 2. Then an easy exten-sion of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that there exists a truth assignment that simultaneously satisfies all m clauses if and only if there exists a solution to D*/n/u on G with total cost at most 60n2+ 4n + 2Lm. 0
Rather than generalize the preceding proofs for KZ 3, we employ instead a much simpler proof (that fails for K=2) as follows. there exists a solution to the point-to-point fixedjnonfixed destination delivery problem on G with tota; cost no greater than M.
Suppose there exists C'C C such that IC'l = q and U_C. c= X. For every cjc C', where Cj= {Xj,,Xj2,Xjl), we select the paths SjA * Uj+ Oj+t, k= 1,2,3. Since C' is a cover, all si, ti pairs-are connected, and the total cost of selecting all these 3q paths is q.
In example (3.2), C'= {Q, c3 > is an exact cover, and thus we can select the heav!j paths shown in Fig. 6 .
Conversely, if there exists a solution to the fixedinonfixed destination delivery problem on G with total cost no greater than M. then at most M of the arcs Uj --) Uj (j= I,..., r) are contained in the solution. Taking C'= (Cj 1 Uj+ Oj is contained in the solution), we have IC'l sq and UCECI c=X.
Note that the above arguments are independent of the value of K (as long as K13). Cl 
Fixed number of sources/destinations

The point-to-point delivery problem
We now present a polynomial time algorithm for the special case of the point-topoint delivery problem where p, the number of sources/destinations, is fixed. For the undirected case, we can easily reduce it to the directed case by replacing each edge i-j by a pair of directed arcs i --) j and J '--) i (which will ensure that all orientation constraints are satisfied). Hence, we consider here only the case where the given network G = ( V, A) is directed.
Let G = (K A) be defined by: Fig. 7 with p = 2, the corresponding G is depicted in Fig. 8 .
Let sl, _.. ,sP and I~, . . . , tp be the sources and destinations in G. In G, each vertex represents a potential current location of the p items originating from sr, . . ..sp. That is, vertex (ur, . . . , up) represents the state where item i is currently at vertex Ui in G, i=l , . . . ,p. Each arc (u,, . . . . uP> --) (o,, . . . , I+,> represents a single truck delivery across arc u + u changing the current state from (ur, . . . , up> to (ur, . . . , up>. Therefore, a shortest path from (s,, . . . ,s,J to (t,, . . . , tp> in G will give us an optimal solution to the point-to-point delivery problem with fixed destinations. Since the order of the arcs on the path in G effectively sequences the trucks in :ime, it is easy to check that all time constraints will be satisfied.
For the nonfixed destination case, we add a source vertex s to G together with zero-length arcs s + (s,( i ), s,(,), . . . , sntpj ) for every permutation (n(l), 71(2), . . . . n(p)) of (l,2, . . . . p). The nonfixed destination problem can then be solved by finding a shortest path from s to (fl, . . . . f,,). This construction is similar to constructions in [ 14,151. Note that the construction of c from G can be easily modified to hal,dIe more general costs. Suppose that the cost of sending I items on a truck from i to j is CL, I = 1, . . . , K (we have been assum-ing that CL is independent of I so far). If we modify the cost of the arcs in G in the obvious way, we can solve this case as well.
Theorem 8. D&/z wifh p sources and desfinations can be solved in O( 1 V 1 p log 1 V I+ 1 V I['-' ]A I) time when
The fixed destination point-to-point connection problem on a directed network
We next consider the point-to-point connection problem on a directed network with p fixed. Note that for the point-to-point connection problem, because of the nonexistence of the orientation constraint, we cannot reduce the undirected case to the directed case by simply replacing each edge i-j by a pair of directed arcs i --) j and j + i. We now consider C,?f/d with p = 2.
Given the directed network G = (V,A) with sources q, s2 and corresponding destinations t, , t2, we construct a new network G = (V, A) by replacing every arc in A by two parallel arcs. Note that an optimal solution to C/f/d on e must also be optimal for G since it never pays to use both parallel arcs in d . Let d(u, o) be the minimum possible length of a path from vertex u to vertex o (d(u, o) = + 00 if no such path exists). We say P is a shared segment of paths P, and P2 if P is a common subpath of Pi and P2, and P is maximal with this property. Now define S(a, d, k) = optimal value of the C/f/d problem on G with sources a, s2 and respective dectinatinnc t, /I. v~i$ect tn thy rnn-
straint that the number of shared segments is at most k.
For k= 1 , . . . ,I z/j and a, d E V, we have the recurrence relation (see Fig. 9)   S(a, d, k B~ 1's.t. A #B  (S(B,A,k-l)+d(a,A)+d(A,B)+d(B,d) S(a, d, 0) = d(a, tl) + d(s,, d) . (Note that this boundary condition makes sense only for G, not for G.) Computing S(sr, ft, 1 VI) yields a solution.
Theorem 9. C/f/d with two sources and two destinations is solved by the dynamic  program above in O(l Vi5) time.
Proof. To see that the above dynamic program solves the problem, we first consider the point-to-point connection problem on G with an additional constraint on the number of shared segments of the two paths a ---) t, and s2 + d, where a and d are any two vertices in G. Notice that there always exists an optimal solution to the problem which either (i) contains two paths which are arc disjoint (but it may use parallel arcs), or (ii) contains two paths a 3 tI, s2 3 d which have one or more shared segments. Define A as the tail of the first shared arc on path a + tl, and B as the first vertex after A where the paths separate (see Fig. 9 ). Clearly A #B.
In case (i), the optimal value is obviously d(a, tl) + d(s2, d) . In case (ii), subpath a +A does not share arcs with rubpaths s2 + A and B-, d (by definition of vertex A). Moreover, we may assume that the path connecting a and tI in the solution is a simple path (by optimality), which implies that the subpaths a + A, A --) II and B-, tl do not intersect with each other. Similarly, we may assume the subpaths s2 + A, A --) B and B-, d do not intersect with each other. Furthermore, we may, without loss of generality, assume that subpaths B-+ t, and B-, d do not share any arcs with each other since otherwise we would have the situation of Fig. 10 . If we delete the longer of the two R --+ C subpaths, then we get a smaller cost solution in Fig. 11 . But this merges the shared segments A --) B and C-, D into a single A --) D shared segment, so the number of shared segments does not increase either. Hence we could select vertex D as our vertex B. However, the subpaths s2 3 A and B + f, can have some arcs in common. For example, in the network depicted in Fig. 12 , if we take a =sI , d = t2, then the subpaths s2 + A and B --) t, shown in heavy arcs share arc y --, 6. Hence, in this case, the optimal value can be written as min ((optimal value of C/f/d with sources B, s2 and A,BE V s.t. A #B respective destinations tI, A with at most k -1 shared segments) + d(a, A) + d(A, B) + d(B, d) }.
Since an optimal solution to the original point-to-point connection problem will not share more than 1 VI arcs, S(sl, t2, 1 VI) represents the correct optimal value. To speed up the computation, we can precompute all the d(zr, o) which takes 0( ( V13) operations (see [12] ). The number of possible combinations for the parameters (a, d, k) An interesting open question is whether C/f/d is polynomially solvable for all fixed ~13. 
The fixed destination point-to-poitlr connection probiem on an undirected net work
The following algorithm solves C/f/u in polynomial time when p is a fixed number. Given the undirected network G = ( V9 E), let t,, . . . , tp be the destinations corresponding to sources sI, . . . ,s,,, respectively.
Algorithm 1.
Step 1. For every nonempty Y, c {sl, . . . , sp} , let & = (lj 1 Sj E Ys) and find a minimum Steiner tree connecting vertices in Y,U 1;.
Step 2. Solve the following dynamic program: In Step 2, the total number of possible W's considered is 2p-1, and the number of possible nonempty subsets U of W is 2"" -15 2p -1. Hence Step 2 takes constant time. Cl Note that Algorithm 1 cannot be used to solve the directed version of the problem through finding directed Steiner trees because the solution to C/f/d is not necessarily a collection of directed trees. For example, the optimal solution to C/f/d on the network depicted in Fig. 12 is to select the arc subset {sI + A, s2 + y, y + 6, 6 --) A, A -+ B, B --) y, 6 --+ t, , B + t2 >, which is not acyclic.
TZre nonfixed destination point-to-point connection problem
The nonfixed destination case of the point-to-point connection problem can be solved as a Minimum-Concave-Cost Network Flow problem. These problems are like ordinary Minimum-Cost Network Flow problems except that we want to minimize where each fi,,, is a concave function. In our case, f= O9 { if x,,, = 0, 110 c 110 ' if xl,r,>O, which is indeed concave. The running time of the Send-and-split algorithm (see [6] ) for Minimum-Concave-Cost Network Flow is O(l VI l 32P-1 +s* 22P-'), where s= 1 V( log21 V/ +3 IAl. Thus for fixed p we have:
Remark 11, C/n/z can be solved in O() 1/l log1 1/l + IAI) time via the Send-andsplit algorithm. (Note that when we solve the Minimum-Concave-Cost Network Flow problem o n an undirected network, an edge u-o will not be used in both directions in an optimal solution as long as c,,, is positive since the cost function in our case is nondecreasing. Hence the cost on an undirected edge will not be double counted.)
The point-to-point connection problem on a grid
In this section, we consider the special case of the point-to-point connection problem where the given network is a grid network. An m x n grid net work is a rectangular-shaped undirected network formed by m horizontal lines and n vertical lines as shown in Fig. 13 . Every intersection of a horizontal and vertical grid line is a vertex, and the line segment connecting two adjacent vertices is an edge of the network. We label the vertex formed by the intersection of the ith horizontal grid line and the jth vertical grid line by ad. For i= 1, . . . , tn -1, the "parallel" vertical edges Qii -ai+1.1,aiz-Qlr+1,2)o~.,airl-ai+1,n are of the same length, and for j = 1 , .*=9 n -1, the "parallel" horizontal edges aij -ar,j+ 1, a2j -azj + 1, . . . , a,,,j -a,,l,j+ 1 are also of the same length. 
Theorem 12. C/{/g is strongly NP-hard.
Proof. The problem of finding a minimum Steiner tree on the grid is known to be NP-complete (see [9] ). We transform the minimum Steiner tree problem on the grid to our point-to-point connection problem as suggested in Section 2. Let G be an m x n grid network and Y = {a' , . . . 9 ak} be the set of vertices that required to be connected by a Steiner tree in an arbitrary instance of the minimum Steiner tree problem. Define si=a" and ti=a' for i-1 , . . . , k-1. Clearly, there is a solution to the fixed/nonfixed destination point-to-point connection problem on G with sources s1 , . . . ,s,_ I and destinations t,, . . . , tk_ 1 and total cost at most Iti if and only if there is a Steiner tree for Y with total length no greater than M. Cl
Next, we define a two-sided grid network as one where all the sources are located on one side and the destinations on the opposite side of the boundary of the grid. We now consider connection problems on such networks, denoted by C/L/g,. Problem C/n/g, can be formulated as a Minimum-Concave-Cost Network Flow problem in the same way as C/n/u in Remark 11. Here C/n/g, has the special structure of being planar with all sources and destinations on a single face. In this case, Send-and-split requires only 0(np3 + np2 log n) time (see [6] ). We now present a more efficient algorithm. We first consider the case of a 2xn grid and then generalize the result to an m >5: n grid.
For the 2 x n grid network case, we use ai and bj to denote ali and Q2j 9 respectively. Given a 2 x n grid network with sources sI = aj,, ~2 = ajz, . . . , sp = ajp (j, 5 j2 zs 0-a 5 jp) [bl, b,] , the following algorithm solves C/n/g,. Algorithm 2. Since we have nonfixed destinations, it is obvious that we can assume that ti is the destination of Si for i= 1, . . . ,p and that the paths siti and Si+l -ti+l do not "cross" each other (i = 1, . . . , p -1). Hence, this problem can be solved by using the fallowing dynamic programming formulation:
Define S(i) =optimal value of the point-to-point connection problem on the given 2 x n grid network with sources Si, Si+ 1, . . . ,sp and destinations ti, ti+l, . . . . tp (i= 1, . . . . p).
For i= 1 , . . . ,p, we have the recurrence relation: For 15 h I iq~, ST(h, i) can be obtained as follows:
The correctness of this algorithm is based on the fact that for every pair of "adjacent" paths siti and Si+ I-ti+ 1 (i= 1, . . ..p-l), either they have some edges in common, or they are edge disjoint (as in Theorem 9).
Theorem 13. C/n/g, can be solved on a 2 x n grid in O(n +p*) We now consider the fixed destination case on a 2 xn grid with sources SI =clj,,S*=Qj2, . . . . Sp=Qj,, (j, %j21 l *= 5 jJ and corresponding destinations I, = bk,&=& ...g t,, = bk,, (i.e., ti is the destination of Si for i = 1, . . . ,p) . Define tq -I, if ( jq 5 jr and kqz k,) or ( jq 2 jr and kq I k,), i.e., if paths s4tq and s,t, must cross. The transitive closure (see [3] ) of the relation " -" can be computed in O(p) time by first sorting the ti in ascending order of ki and then grouping them into equivalence classes (since kiI A 5 2p, sorting the ti can be done in O(p) time). We call these equivalence classes TI, T2, . . . , Tk in order from left to right. For example, in Fis. 14, T1 = (tl, t2, t3}, T2= (t4}, T3 = (ts, t6).
Let Siz (Sj 1 tjE T} for i= 1, . . . . k as in Fig. 14. Note that in any feasible solution of the point-to-point connection problem, Si U 7; must be connected (i = 1, . . . , k).
Eence the foiiowing aigorithm soives the fixed destination case of the problem. Step 1. Reduce the 2 x n grid to a 2 x ii grid (v3 52~) in which at least one of al and b, is a source or destination node for every I= 1, . . . , ii. Step 2. Determine S,, . . . , Sk and T,, . . . , Tk.
I-
Step 3. Solve the following dynamic program:
(1) (2) Define S(i) = optimal value of the point-to-point connection problem on the given 2 x n grid network with sources Si U Si+ 1 U l =* U Sk and destinations 7'& q+, U l .= U Tk (i= 1, . . . . k) . For i= 1, . . ..k. ([ST(i,j) where ST(i,j) is a minimum Steiner tree for the vertex subset ~=(SiUSi+1U=g~USj)U(TiU~+,U~..UTi), and iST<i,_i)l is the sum of the lengths of its edges. Roundary condition: S(k + 1) = 0. Answer: S( 1).
S(i) = min
Theorem 14. Given a 2 x n grid, C/f/g, can be solved in O(n +p2) time, where p is the number of sources.
Proof. It is easy to see that Step 1 and Step 2 can be done in O(n +p) time. For
Step 3, precomputing all the ST(i,j) requires 0(p2) time by using the method described in the nonfixed destination case. Hence, Step 3 can be done in O(p2) time. Therefore, the total computational time is O(n+p2). c]
To generalize the above results to the t?z x n two-sided grid network, we first prove the following lemma. 1 &XZma 15. Given u";i iii x ii ttiio-sided grid network with sources in row 1, destinations in row III, there exists an optimal solution to C/L/g, that uses no horizontal edge in rows 2,3 ,..., I~I-1.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that every optimal solution of an instance of this problem uses at least one nonboundary horizontal edge. Consider an optimal solution x* with a minimum number of nonboundary horizontal edges. Among such, choose one such that max{k I~*(a~,ai,j+l)=x*(Ui,j+,,ai,j+2)=.*.=x*(ai,j+k_I,ai,j+k)=l, i=2 ,..., m-1, j=l,...,
n-k)
is maximized. Less formally, x* is an optimal solution which uses a longest horizontal iine segment which is not located on the top or bottom of the grid. Let k* be the number of arcs in this longest segment, q the index of its row, and r the index of its leftmost column. Define and Thus IHiI is the number of vertical edges incident to the top of the line segment ]aqP aq,r+k4 and l&i is the number of vertical edges incident to the bottom of ]a,,, aq, r + k *I. By symmetry of the grid, we may, without loss of generality, assume that ]H, I I l&l. We can move the line segment [Ok/,, aq,,.+J up (extending vertical paths in HZ, contracting those in HI) to form a new solution which is no worse than the original solution. We can keep moving the line segment fa,,,aq,,+J up to row Q without iucreasing the total cost until we get to one of the following three cases:
Case 1: X"(il~j,llq,j + 1 )=l for some j=r,r+l,...,r+k-1.
In this case, the number of nonboundary horizontal edges has been reduced below its supposed minimum.
Case 2: x*(aq,,__ i, a& = 1 or x*(aq,r+k*, aG,r+k*+ 1) = 1. In this case, the new solution is an optimal solution which uses the horizontal line segment [aq,,+k*,aqk*] or ~'%+$j,r+k*+ll~ contradicting that x* is an optimal solution which uses a longest horizontal line segment which is not located on the top or bottom of the grid.
Case 3: q = 1. The number of nonboundary horizontal edges has been reduced below its supposed minimum (as in Case 1). 0 ' on the iine ia,,,], a,,,,,] , C/f/g, can be solved in O(n +p2) time.
Theorem 16. Given an m x n grid network with p sources located on the line [a, I) al,,] and p destiriaiions iocarea
Table 1. (The notation "P/er/ez" means finding routes between P sources and destinations, where P= DK for the delivery problem with truck size K, P=C for the connection problem; er =f if the destination for each source is fixed, el = n if not; e2 =d if the network is directed, u if undirected, g if a grid, g, if a two-sided grid.)
Problem
Result Reference Proof. By Theorems 13, 14 and Lemma 15. 0
Conclusion
In the preceding sections we have established the complexity of many different variations of the point-to-point delivery and connection problems. We summarize our results in Table 1 , cross-referenced by theorem numbers. Note that only one case is still unsolved. Given that most of the variations of these problems are NP-hard, in the future we plan to investigate heuristics for the mtractible problems in the table.
